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- **Hardware**
  - Four two-socket HP DL380 G8 servers (3.3 GHz E5-2667v2 CPUs; 128 GB)
  - Dual-ported Mellanox FDR / 10 Gb RoCE adaptor
  - Mellanox 12-port FDR switch

- **Software**
  - ESXi 5.5u1 hypervisor
  - RHEL 6.5 (native and guest)
  - MLNX OFED 2.2.1
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Summary

• Virtualized HPC performance for throughput applications generally very close to bare-metal (well under 5% overhead)

• Passthrough RDMA can deliver close to native performance for some MPI benchmarks and applications
  – Will continue to improve as latency overheads are reduced…or eliminated
  – Higher-scale testing

• SR-IOV can enable access to RDMA-connect parallel file systems from virtual environments with good performance
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